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ABSTRACT

As the relevant literature and the number of experi-
ments increase at a super linear rate, databases that
curate and collect experimentally verified microRNA
(miRNA) targets have gradually emerged. These
databases attempt to provide efficient access to
this wealth of experimental data, which is scattered
in thousands of manuscripts. Aim of TarBase 6.0
(http://www.microrna.gr/tarbase) is to face this
challenge by providing a significant increase of
available miRNA targets derived from all contem-
porary experimental techniques (gene specific and
high-throughput), while incorporating a powerful set
of tools in a user-friendly interface. TarBase 6.0
hosts detailed information for each miRNA–gene
interaction, ranging from miRNA- and gene-related
facts to information specific to their interaction, the
experimental validation methodologies and their
outcomes. All database entries are enriched with
function-related data, as well as general information
derived from external databases such as UniProt,
Ensembl and RefSeq. DIANA microT miRNA target
prediction scores and the relevant prediction details
are available for each interaction. TarBase 6.0 hosts
the largest collection of manually curated experi-
mentally validated miRNA–gene interactions (more
than 65 000 targets), presenting a 16.5–175-fold
increase over other available manually curated
databases.

INTRODUCTION

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are non-protein coding
single-stranded endogenous RNAs (�22 nt long) that
can actively regulate gene expression. miRNAs can
silence genes through transcript degradation and/or trans-
lation suppression in the case of protein coding genes (1).
Almost two decades since the identification of lin-4 in
Caenorhabditis elegans, miRNAs are now deemed central
to the RNA revolution, exhibiting regulatory control to a
multitude of crucial cell functions ranging from apoptosis,
cell proliferation and differentiation to cell signalling.
miRNAs have now been located in a multitude of organ-
isms including plants, algae, viruses and metazoa (2).

In the past few years, vigorous research efforts have
provided significant amounts of data related to miRNA
biogenesis and function. This process is reflected in the
super linear increase of Sanger Institute’s miRBase, the
reference database for experimentally supported hairpin
precursor and mature miRNA sequences, as well as in
the analogous increase of miRNA-related articles in
PubMed (Figure 1). The number of experimentally
verified miRNAs ranges from a handful to more than a
thousand for certain organisms (miRBase, version 17.0);
resulting to 1–5% of the number of all protein coding
genes in a significant number of cases (2). High-
throughput techniques are now playing an important
role in miRNA identification (3). Each miRNA is
estimated to regulate a large number of targets (4,5). In
the case of animals, this number can reach up to several
hundreds, resulting in direct miRNA regulation of a
remarkably large proportion of the transcriptome (1).
The exact mechanisms of this regulation are still debated
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and are surrounded with substantial controversies. From
the initial estimate that miRNA interference was strictly
through translation repression in animals and mRNA deg-
radation in plants, we have now arrived at more
complicated models that still remain to be further estab-
lished (1).

Bioinformatics algorithms and tools are playing a sig-
nificant role in miRNA target identification. A large
number of predictive algorithms are available, which
attempt to tackle the problem computationally (2,6).
Some targets can be confidently predicted with currently
available techniques. However, precision and sensitivity of
state-of-the-art algorithms were estimated as �50% and
12%, respectively, when tested against proteomics sup-
ported miRNA targets (6), highlighting the necessity for
mass experimental miRNA target validation (7).

miRNA targets can be experimentally verified with
gene-specific, as well as high-throughput techniques.
Specific techniques include reporter gene assays, assess-
ment of miRNA and target mRNA co-expression (e.g.
northern blotting or qPCR) and estimation of miRNA
effect on target protein (e.g. ELISA, western blotting,
immunohistochemistry) (8). High-throughput techniques
can be a simple extension of an existing gene-specific tech-
nique in a high-throughput setting, for example the util-
ization of microarray screening instead of qPCR. They
can also involve novel relevant methodologies, such as
RNA-Seq, immunoprecipitation of RISC components,
high-throughput sequencing of RNA isolated by
crosslinking immunoprecipitation (HITS-CLIP),
photoactivatable-ribonucleoside-enhanced crosslinking
and immunoprecipitation (PAR-CLIP), biotin tagging of
miRNAs, parallel analysis of RNA ends (PARE) and
various proteomics approaches such as SILAC (7).

As the relevant literature and the number of experi-
ments increase in a super linear fashion, databases that
curate and collect experimentally verified targets have

gradually emerged. These databases attempt to provide
efficient access to this wealth of experimental data,
which is scattered in thousands of manuscripts. TarBase
v1.0 (9), the first database for experimental supported
miRNA targets was created to assist for the design of
more robust prediction algorithms. As the accumulated
data increased, TarBase and the other related databases
that followed widened their scope of application and
became invaluable tools to all facets of miRNA-related
research.

AVAILABLE DATABASES FOR EXPERIMENTALLY
SUPPORTED TARGETS

A brief overview of the available databases is presented
below in alphabetical order.

miR2Disease

miR2Disease (10) was first released in 2008. It is a
manually curated database that aims to provide informa-
tion regarding miRNA-related pathologies. miR2Disease
curates 809 miRNA–gene interactions for Homo sapiens,
coupled with related disease information derived from
relevant literature. The 3273 miRNA disease-related
entries consist the strongest point of the database (last
updated 14 March 2011). The user can search by
miRNA, target gene or disease name. Further details
include method of validation, validated targets from an
earlier version of TarBase, relation with the pathology,
manuscript information and links to target predicting
algorithms.

MirnaMAP

MirnaMAP (11) was first released in 2006. It contains data
derived from an outdated version of TarBase (346 targets)
and by manual curation (29 targets). MirnaMAP has not
been updated for >4 years and contains a limited amount

Figure 1. The annual growth of miRNA-related publications in PubMed and the number of entries in miRBase database.
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of experimentally validated targets for H. sapiens. The
largest amount of mirRNAMAP entries is based on
predicted interactions for 2464 miRNAs in 12 species.
MirnaMAP provides a wealth of available data for each
database entry, including miRNA and gene information,
bead-array microRNA tissue expression profile, qPCR
tissue expression profile, predicted target genes, as well
as relevant literature. The 4 years without updates form
a substantial drawback.

MiRecords

MiRecords (12) was first released in 2008. It contains
manually curated and predicted miRNA targets. The
validated targets component of the database contains
2286 interactions between 548 miRNAs and 1579 target
genes in nine species (update 25 November 2010). The
largest number of those interactions is derived from
gene-specific experiments. The database provides
miRNA, gene and target site-related information, as well
as links to miRBase and RefSeq. miRNA–gene inter-
actions are supported with data regarding manuscript
information, experimental method used for validation,
as well as a selected passage from the manuscript stating
the experimental result. However, the user does not have
the ability to filter results based on any of the available
predicted or validated component fields. The miRecords
interface also enables the user to insert new miRNA–
target interactions.

miRSel

miRSel (13) database was first released in 2010. It contains
miRNA interaction data derived solely from text mining
of MedLine abstracts. The text mining algorithm manages
to extract miRNA–gene associations with 65% precision,
90% recall, based on a test performed on 89 selected sen-
tences, derived from 50 PubMed abstracts. MiRSel
contains 3690 miRNA–gene text mined associations. By
applying less stringent criteria, the user can have access to
approximately 8000 pairs, which are deemed as less
reliable by the developers. In miRSel, the user can also
search for miRNAs related to specific MedLine articles
that contain a subset of desired terms or that are related
to Gene Ontology entries. Links to external databases
such as miRBase and Entrez Gene are provided for each
entry. Information regarding the experimental method
used for miRNA target validation is not available. Data
derived from other curated miRNA interaction databases
such as TarBase 5.0, miR2Disease and miRecords have
also been integrated.

miRTarBase

miRTarBase (14) was first released in 2010. It includes
manually curated data for 3969 experimentally verified
miRNA–gene interactions for 14 species (update 15
April 2011). It provides information related to the
miRNA, the target gene and the target site. In many
cases, where the articles do not explicitly present target
site information, miRTarBase can provide predicted
regions by using a computational target prediction algo-
rithm. Information regarding available experimental

findings supporting the interaction is also included. The
user-interface provides links to external data sources such
as NCBI Entrez, UCSC Genome Browser, miRBase,
BioGPS, iHOP and HGNC. Optionally the user can
submit data for non-indexed interactions.

miRWalk

miRWalk (15) was first released in 2010. It provides ex-
perimentally supported miRNA targets identified solely
from text-mined abstracts available in MedLine. The
miRWalk validated targets module hosts text-mined inter-
actions for 1572 miRNAs interacting with 5080 genes for
three species (human, mouse and rat). A direct estimation
of the system’s accuracy in interaction extraction has not
been provided. The text mining approach of the authors
enabled them to also collect data for disease targets,
organs, cell lines and pathways.

StarBase

StarBase (16) was first released in 2010. It is a platform
focused on the analysis of high-throughput CLIP-Seq
(HITS-CLIP and PAR-CLIP) and degradome sequencing
(Degradome-Seq and PARE) data for six organisms.
StarBase miRNA-related data are derived from eight dif-
ferent studies. The developers utilized five prediction
programs to locate putative targets, which were subse-
quently intersected with the previously analyzed
high-throughput data, resulting in a high number of
putative targets (�500 000). The user can reduce the
number of false positives by selecting the results of only
one prediction algorithm. StarBase provides the in-house
developed deepView Genome Browser, which enables
access to mapped reads, predicted and known miRNA
targets, ncRNAs, protein coding genes, target clusters,
target peaks and target plots. Provided information
includes miRNA and gene-related info, GO terms and
KEGG pathways related to each target gene.

TarBase 5.0

DIANA Lab’s TarBase (17) was first released in 2005 and
its fifth version includes 1300 experimentally supported
targets from eight species that were manually curated
from relevant literature. The provided data for each inter-
action include miRNA information, target gene general
information, the nature of the experimental validation,
cell line, sufficiency of the site to induce translational re-
pression and/or cleavage and the supporting manuscript.
The database also incorporates functional links to external
sources of data for each entry, such as Ensembl, HUGO,
UVSV and Swiss-Prot.

As miRNA-related research advances, the requirements
for relevant databases increase significantly. An evident
necessity exists for databases that manually curate large
numbers of experimentally validated miRNA targets from
gene-specific as well as from high-throughput techniques.
Databases containing both types of experimental data
provided until today less than 5000 validated targets,
with a significant portion of those targets derived from a
few high-throughput experiments. Incorporating a large
number of supporting studies increases data validity and
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enables such databases to become concise datasets for
training and testing robust miRNA prediction algorithms.
Another important issue which soon became evident was
that researchers require advanced searching and result fil-
tering capabilities, in order to accurately discover
miRNAs or genes of specific interest. Finally, the enhance-
ment of the datasets with added information from external
sources (such as pathways or GO terms) and metadata
can enable efficient data mining of the existent
experimentally validated results, producing useful novel
observations.

The aim of TarBase 6.0 (http://www.microrna.gr/
tarbase) is to face the aforementioned current challenges
and to inaugurate the next generation of validated
miRNA target databases by providing a significant
increase of available targets derived from all available
experimental techniques, while incorporating a powerful
set of tools in a user-friendly interface.

METHODS AND RESULTS

Text mining-assisted literature curation

Manual miRNA-related literature curation is a time
consuming process that requires highly trained personnel.
A text mining-assisted human curation pipeline was im-
plemented, in order to reduce the necessary time for
manuscript curation. Since accurate automatic association
extraction from biomedical literature is still an open
problem, the text mining application was designed at
this point only to assist the human curators in their
task. A straightforward pipeline was designed that
included NER (named entity recognition), miRNA–
target association identification, scoring and enhanced
text presentation (Figure 2).The designed module
provides: markup of genes, miRNAs and associating
words with different notations. Subsequently, scoring
and sorting of abstracts are performed based on a target
existence probability score. Specific markup for sections of
increased interest is finally added; for example by
underlining sentences that seemed highly probable to
include a miRNA–target association.

Initially, all relevant abstracts containing miRNA-
related terms (microRNA or micro-RNA or miRNA

or ‘micro RNA’) in their title, text, keywords or MesH
terms were downloaded from MedLine in the form of
XML texts. The subsequent named entity identification
process was divided into two distinct steps: in the first
step, genes were identified using AIIA Lab’s AIIAGMT,
one of the highest ranking named entity recognition
systems in BioCreative challenges (18). AIIAGMT offers
an XML-RPC interface through a Perl module, imple-
mented by the authors, which was incorporated into our
pipeline. Our script marked specifically all mentions for
genes discovered by AIIAGMT. The recognition of
miRNAs is much more straightforward, since they
follow a much more conservative nomenclature and do
not possess a high number of aliases, which is common
ground in gene notation. MiRNA recognition was there-
fore performed with regular expressions implemented in
Perl. Following NER, a list of 16-word stems was used as
a basis for associative word recognition within the text.
These stems were derived by removing suffixes (from verbs
or nouns) from a superset of miRNA–target association
denoting words (e.g. target-s, target-ing, target-ed, etc.).
Finally, a scoring function was applied that promoted ab-
stracts containing a large number of sentences containing
miRNA-target associations. This tool significantly
increased daily curation outcome and enabled us to in-
corporate an unprecedented amount of curated targets
in TarBase.

The database

Schema. A new relational database schema was designed
and implemented to accommodate present and planned
future TarBase updates. TarBase 6.0 hosts a significant
amount of information for each miRNA–gene interaction
ranging from miRNA and gene-related facts, to informa-
tion specific to their interaction, the experimental valid-
ation methodologies and their subsequent outcomes. All
database entries are enriched with a significant amount of
function-related data, as well as general information
derived from external databases. Database entries are
mapped to external sources such as UniProt, Ensembl,
RefSeq and others, in order to provide seamless integra-
tion with other services. DIANA microT v4 (19) miRNA
target prediction scores and links to the relevant microT

Figure 2. The adopted text-mining-assisted curation pipeline.
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entry have also been added to the interactions. The new
extended database schema was designed to accommodate
miRNA–gene interaction data in high detail and to be
efficient during query evaluation. The database is sup-
ported by a large number of indices and materialized
views for performance enhancement.

Data. The database was populated with entries derived
from manual manuscript curation. The curators noted
the miRNA, the related target gene as well as information
regarding the experiment such as the utilized cell line or
tissue. The utilized methodology (gene specific or high
throughput) was specifically mentioned:

. Reporter genes

. qPCR

. Western blotting

. MicroArray

. Proteomics (such as pSILAC)

. Sequencing (RNA-Seq, HITS-CLIP, PAR-CLIP)

. Degradome-Seq

. Other (e.g. ELISA, RACE, immunohistochemistry,
etc.)

For each entry, the experiment outcome (positive or
negative), the type of association (direct or indirect), the
type of regulation (up-regulation or down-regulation),
the binding site, as well as the outcome for each specific
methodology were inserted into the database by the
curators. A small excerpt from the manuscript was also
added, which was judged to include important informa-
tion regarding the experiment.

Raw high-throughput data analysis. Raw data sets from
high-throughput experiments deposited in relevant
repositories or provided in supplements of seven

publications were analyzed [four microarray (20–23),
two HITS-CLIP (24, 25), one PAR-CLIP (26)]. The
analysis methodologies utilized are reported briefly below.

PAR-CLIP and HITS-CLIP data consist of genomic
coordinates specifying potential positions of miRNA-
binding sites. Each position is scanned for complementary
sequence to the seed of all known miRNAs and if such
occurrence is found, the gene is noted as targeted by the
corresponding miRNA. For the PAR-CLIP data, the seed
search is refined by limiting the scanned region within 10
nucleotides around the T to C mutation. The mutation has
been shown (26) to occur near the crosslink site of the Ago
protein to the mRNA and therefore indicates with higher
accuracy the position of the miRNA-binding site. In
microarray experiments, all differential expressions ex-
ceeding 50%-fold change were included.

Statistics. The new database includes 65 814 experimen-
tally validated miRNA–gene interactions, which are ex-
tracted from relevant literature by TarBase curators.
This is a 50-fold increase of entries from the latest
TarBase version and a 16.5- to 175-fold increase from
all the other available manually curated databases. The
number of entries for each experimental method for
TarBase 5.0 and TarBase 6.0 are presented in Figure 3.
TarBase 6.0 entries are supported from a large number of
manuscripts, significantly increasing data robustness.
TarBase 6.0. accommodates a significant number of
outcomes procured from state-of-the-art high-throughput

studies. Importantly, TarBase hosts data derived from 3
CLIP-Seq and 12 Degradome-Seq studies, which is a

87.5%-fold increase compared to the eight studies sup-
porting StarBase, a database dedicated to collecting data
from those methodologies.

Figure 3. Comparison of the number of targets per experimental validation method of TarBase 5.0 and TarBase 6.0. The number of targets is shown
on a log2 scale (i.e. one visible unit represents twice the amount of available targets). Exponential increases thus appear as linear.
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Interface

The new TarBase interface attempts to balance ease of use
and functionality. Users can browse through numerous
miRNA targets and explore the outcomes of hundreds
of experimental studies in a simple and intuitive way.
However, simplicity should not prevent users from per-
forming complex functions, like processing results using
several types of filters or executing combined searches.
Such features are usually absent in most previous
miRNA target databases. In this section, we present a
brief overview of the functionalities provided by the new
TarBase interface.

Searching for targets. From the TarBase Search Box
(Figure 4) users can search for targets by inserting one
or more miRNA identifiers, gene identifiers or a combin-
ation of miRNAs and genes (combined search). For users’
convenience, there is an extensive support for numerous
miRNA and gene identification nomenclatures such as
miRNA name or MIMAT id, for miRNAs and gene
name, Ensembl id, or RefSeq id for genes. In cases of
spelling errors or any other ambiguity in the user’s
input, the system presents automatic suggestions. In
such cases, the user can select any of the options
provided to efficiently complete the database query.

Presentation of results. Following the submission of a user
query, the system displays related targets and all available
relevant information in the form of an enhanced expand-
able list below the TarBase search box. Each list row cor-
responds to an experimentally verified miRNA target.
Each entry is accompanied with a significant amount of
information related to the gene, the miRNA and their

interaction. Supporting experimental data are also
provided, such as the methods used for validation, the
outcome of each method and the DIANA-microT v4 pre-
diction score (19). The prediction score is also hyperlinked
to the corresponding microT v4 page, to provide detailed
information about the target prediction.
Each entry in the new result interface is expandable,

rendering further information in an easy and intuitive
way. The user can show or hide this information by
simply clicking on the arrows next to each entry. The
extra information presented includes (i) detailed descrip-
tion of the involved gene and miRNA (name, description,
relevant MeSH terms, transcripts, etc.), (ii) the list of pub-
lications that support the interaction, along with details
about the experimental methods utilized and their
outcomes. Gene and miRNA information is enhanced
with relevant KEGG pathways, links to external sources
of data such as UniProt and Ensembl, coupled with acces-
sion codes to relevant external databases such as RefSeq.
On the other hand, interaction data are supported with
notations for direct/indirect interaction, up/down-
regulation of the target, cell and tissue types used in the
experiment and the binding region of the miRNA to the
target. Moreover, a PubMed hyperlink to the supporting
publication is provided along with an excerpt of the manu-
script text denoting useful information regarding each
interaction. Finally, tooltips and other means of online
help support the TarBase result list, actively assisting
user interaction.

Filtering the results. The Advanced Search feature of
TarBase interface assists users to customize the result list
according to their specific needs. Users can enable this

Figure 4. Screenshot of the TarBase 6.0 interface. The results of a query regarding mmu-miR-20a are depicted in the form of an expandable list.
The miRNA details section is selected by the user for the first entry, showing details of supporting publications and validation experiments.
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feature by clicking on the gear wheel button at the right of
the search box (Figure 4) to activate and display an exten-
sive set of filtering options. Users can also customize the
results list by selecting the desired value for each option.
Option selection includes (i) species, (ii) experimental val-
idation method (i.e. qPCR, microarray, etc.), (iii) regula-
tion type (i.e. up/down), (iv) type of interaction (i.e. direct/
indirect), (v) validation outcome (i.e. positive/negative),
(vi) publication year, (vii) DIANA microT prediction
score.

Integration of other miRNA target databases. TarBase 6.0
provides the option to the user to access targets indexed in
all other manually curated databases. Specifically,
TarBase 6.0 integrates entries from miRecords (12),
miRTarBase (14) and miR2Disease (10). This functional-
ity is inactive by default but the user can easily enable the
integration module from the advanced search menu.
Following activation, the records from the external data-
bases are incorporated in the result list. Each entry is
accompanied with an explicit mention of database of
origin. All statistics mentioned in previous sections re-
garding the TarBase database did not involve integrated
targets or external sources of miRNA interactions but
only the in-house curated targets. If the user enables the
miRNA target Database Integration module, available
TarBase entries increase to 72 794 available entries (11%
increase).

Supported and upcoming features. In TarBase 6.0, the user
has the ability to denote erroneous entries with the click of
a button or submit entries from an experiment by utilizing
easy to use active forms. A set of new functionalities is
also planned for an upcoming update, including user
authentication in order to provide a more personalized
user experience, enabling the saving of result sets,
queries and the use of customized RSS feeds for alerts
of new experimentally validated targets.

CONCLUSION

The transition from TarBase 5.0 to TarBase 6.0 includes a
50-fold target increase, coupled with a significant exten-
sion of specific research-oriented features. This update
aims at rendering TarBase 6.0 into a multifaceted tool
robustly supporting all miRNA-related research. The
database will be regularly updated in 4-month intervals
in order to capture the growing number of publications
covering novel targets. Community support is essential for
the success of this process, as has been the case for other
curated databases for genes or proteins, where the inclu-
sion of experimental results to a relevant database by the
authors is now considered as standard practice. TarBase
6.0 includes an easy to use form for assisted manual entry
of miRNA targets and authors are welcome to include
their targets following the publication of their experi-
ments. Such practices can increase publication impact as
well as the speed and the degree of the dissemination of
experimental findings.
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